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Expanded, Updated & Greatly ImprovedNew Expanded Edition Includes: More Than 150 Pages of

New Material with Greatly Expanded Content and 4 New Chapters Over 75 Carefully Devised

Practice and Example Poker Hands That Are Analyzed in Great Detail Free Enrollment into My

Essential Poker Math eLearning Online Video Training CoursePoker Math Is Easy to LearnPoker

math is a vitally important aspect to No Limit Holdem poker, but it's often overlooked or simply not

used because many poker players fear it is too difficult to learn. I'm here to tell you it is not. In fact,

fundamental poker math is very easy to learn. More importantly, it can yield you a lot more profits at

the poker table. Without using simple math at the poker table, you are simply playing a guessing

game.Use Simple Math at the Poker Table & Increase You WinningsIn this book I'll teach you how

to use simple arithmetic at the poker table to gain a huge skill advantage over your opponents that

will allow you to win more and lose less. Poker players that don't use math are simply guessing and

you'll learn to no longer guess and know the correct mathematical move at the poker table. These

simple mathematical concepts I'll be teaching you will drastically help improve your poker game and

allow you to make the most profitable decisions at the poker.Contents & OverviewFirst you'll be

introduced to several fundamental overarching poker concepts that apply to poker mathematics.

Then we'll begin our journey into poker mathematics where you'll learn about fundamental poker

mathematics, including probabilities and odds, pot equity, pot odds, implied odds,the Rule of 2 and

4, expected value (EV) and much more. We'll then embark on a journey of learning about important

pre-flop and post-flop poker mathematical concepts, such as pre-flop all-in situations, set-mining,

steal attempts, 3-bet bluffing, betting with the best hand, semi-bluffing all-in, bluffs and hero calls.

Lastly, you'll learn how to perform basic and intermediate expected value calculations and utilize

card combinations, better known as combinatorics.Effectively Understand & Utilize Essential Poker

MathDevelop a keen understanding of Probability & OddsLearn to quickly calculate Pot Odds &

Implied Odds at the poker tableEffectively use Pot Equity & The Rule of 2 & 4 to Determine the

correct poker playUnderstand how to use Expected Value (EV) both on & off the table to analyze

your playsUnderstand how to properly Set-Mine, Steal & 3-Bet Bluff with basic mathematicsLearn

the important math behind Bluffs & Hero Calls to give you a skill advantage over your

opponentLearn to utilize EV Calculations to analyze your previous play off the tableLearn to

leverage Card Combinations to further enhance your card reading abilities & develop balanced

rangesWhat You'll Get out of This BookSuitable for both beginning and experienced poker players

alike you'll learn many essential fundamental poker mathematical concepts that'll help you

drastically improve your poker game. After reading this book, you'll have mastered fundamental No



Limit Holdem mathematics. You'll have gained a huge skill advantage over your opponents and will

be able to effectively use math at the poker table to make profitable moves. Most importantly, you'll

become a much better and profitable poker player!What are you waiting for?Purchase this book

today to start advancing your poker game with simple poker math!
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Alton Hardin has done it again! He is my "go to" poker teacher - I have a library of his books and I

have bought all of his poker video courses. I studied poker for 2 years through various means but

ended up with a muddled head - a lack of "putting it all together". Alton has straightened all of that

out, and my moving from a losing player to a consistent session winning player has shown me his

teachings work. I am no pro - just a recreational player wanting to enjoy the game more and Alton

has given me the tools and confidence to progress.I am a student of his first Poker Math book and

the companion video course. Alton has taken the Essential Poker Math to a whole new level with

this Expanded Edition. This edition is much more robust - elaborating on the basic concepts then



adding the more advanced concepts. All subjects are explained thoroughly for student

comprehension.The many hand examples and many practice hands bridge academia with practical

implementation. The chapters include specifics on how to properly evaluate draws, steals, 3bets,

set-mining, etc.Alton does include the impact of player types and folds that in appropriately. But he

avoids what I find in so many poker educational materials - saying "just be aggressive against fish".

This book puts context to the many dimensions of poker.Alton transcends textbook learning by

taking that next step to instilling HOW to apply the math as you play. That is unique and VERY

important. He makes Poker Math practical to apply. You leave a chapter having a real game plan to

institute.Make no mistake - Poker Math is important to becoming a more accomplished player.

Intuition may have its role at the table but base that in proven mathematical concepts.This book

serves the live player as well as the online player - I am both.As with any poker teaching you need

to focus and concentrate and learn what is presented - if you "study" the book properly, and don't

treat it as "just a read", you will reap rewards.I can not recommend this book any higher, and all of

Alton Hardin's other poker educational materials as well.

As the nearest casino is about an hour from me, and online poker is illegal in my state, I am

squarely in the camp of a casual player. After decent success in local tournaments, and consistently

small wins at cash tables, I decided it was time to improve my game by adding math. After all, they

are always flashing percentages on the screen during televised games so it must have some

value.This book explains math concepts in an easy to understand way which will vastly benefit

those who are not familiar with rudimentary statistical concepts such as probability, expected value,

or variance. As for me, these concepts were familiar but not as applied to the game of poker. So

even if you are statistically sound, you will still get something out of this book by learning how to

apply these concepts to the game. I can't complement the author enough on his ability to simply

explain these concepts. In fact, I intend to use his coin flip chart to explain variance with my middle

school son....I'm sure he will understand it.If you've been playing for years then it is likely you will be

familiar with these concepts and you will probably not appreciate this book as much as the casual

player will.As an added bonus, the author gives you free access to his online course. While it is

basically identical content to the book, people who learn with different modalities will benefit, and

others will just get a nice re-enforcement of the key concepts.

This book has helped increase my win rate drastically. Alton explains the concepts in a simple and

understandable manner that is easy to grasp and utilize at the tables. If you want to improve our



overall game, this book is a must. This book pays for itself. I really hope that Alton makes an

advance poker math book that talks about polarized ranges and combinotorics in more detail.

I didn't like it - didn't finish reading it. It is too complicated for me. It is written as if the author were

speaking to a group of experienced poker players familiar with a jargon used in their own little world.

I have no doubt that the author has an in-depth knowledge of mathematics and poker, but

communicates at a higher level than the general public can follow comfortably.

Not being a math guy I found this book extremely intuitive, easy to read, and understand. The

concepts outlined in this book are fundamental basics that if not mastered, must at least be visited,

for the purpose of general knowledge of odds, by anyone who plays the game seriously. Ive

personally wasted a lot of time my self, surfing the web and you tube, only to be disappointed by not

being able to find the simple formulas and reference materials that are layed out here all in one

place. Now I have all the information I need here at my finger tips and the book is a great addition to

my poker library. I highly recommend this book and in fact, consider it essential reading.

Why would you put your money at risk when you don't know what you're doing? And if you don't

understand the math in Hold Em, you don't know what you're doing. Buy this book, play the number.

My friend asked me to join him playing in a local tournament. I knew the rules of poker but definitely

not a good player, so I bought the book to learn some tricks. It is not difficult to understand the

techniques introduced in the book, and at last I got 4th place in the tournament and won myself

$1,000. Haha...

Already has paid for itself. Just knowing what the odds of hitting a straight or flush after the flop are

and if your getting the right pot odds to call is worth the price. It's still gambling but at least you know

when your getting a fair shake.
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